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INTRODUCTION
The idea that learning can be stimulated and enhanced through the use of rewards goes back at
least as far as the educational practices of the ancient Greeks. Learning has always held a high
place in Jewish culture, too, and edible rewards were provided to students of the Torah as far back
as the twelfth century. Numerous other accounts make clear that instructional reinforcement
practices have been in use throughout history.

DEFINITIONS
Before discussing the uses and effectiveness of instructional reinforcement in the modern
classroom, it may be well to specify just what we mean by "reinforcement." Suppose we ask,
"Does reinforcement increase the behaviors which lead to learning and thus improve learning
outcomes?" This seems, at first, to be a sensible question and a worthwhile one. It turns out,
however, to be something of a trick question, since psychologists define "reinforcer" as any
consequence that increases the frequency of a behavior. By this definition, once we have identified
something as "reinforcement," there is no longer any question as to whether it will increase a given
behavior; we have already said that it will.
Clearly, this differs from the ways the terms "reinforcer" and "reinforcement" are used in most
educational settings. Psychology's classical definition would not permit us to identify gold stars,
candy treats, or anything else as reinforcement until we tried providing these and found that they
do, in fact, increase the incidence of the desired behaviors. In educational settings, however, we
frequently speak of reinforcing a behavior (such as giving correct answers) with something we
imagine will be desirable (such as gold stars) before determining whether the stars are a true
reinforcer of the behavior. This represents a far less rigorous use of the term reinforcement than
that used by psychologists.
For present purposes, we shall define INSTRUCTIONAL REINFORCEMENT as: THE
PROVISION OF VERBAL, SYMBOLIC, TANGIBLE OR OTHER REWARDS FOR
DESIRABLE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OR EFFORT AT THE CLASSROOM LEVEL.
This definition includes such things as:
PRAISE (AND OTHER VERBAL REINFORCEMENT) - for correct responses during class
discussions, accurate homework, improved test scores, etc.
SYMBOLIC REWARDS - such as gold stars, having one's picture on a bulletin board or

name in a newsletter, etc.
TOKEN REWARDS - such as points or chips, which are valueless in themselves, but which
can be redeemed for things of value
TANGIBLE REWARDS - such as edibles, toys, or schoolrelated items (pencils, notebooks,
etc.)
ACTIVITY REWARDS - such as free time, being leader of an activity, going on a field trip
The selection of research studies to be analyzed for this report was guided by the above definition
of instructional reinforcement. Thus, the report is not concerned with other types of reinforcement
often used in educational settings. There is a very large research base, for example, on the use of
rewards to manage student's BEHAVIOR and improve classroom discipline. Researchers have also
looked at the effects of reinforcing students' achievement and improvement at the SCHOOLWIDE
or DISTRICTWIDE levels. Worthy as these investigations are, they have been excluded from the
present analysis, so as to concentrate attention on instructional reinforcement in classrooms -usually as provided by the teacher, but also by aides, peer tutors, or even computers.

THE RESEARCH ON INSTRUCTIONAL REINFORCEMENT
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESEARCH
The findings reported here emerged from an analysis of 37 documents on different kinds of
instructional reinforcement and their effects. Twenty-five are reports of research studies, and
twelve are review/synthesis documents. Twenty documents are concerned with elementary level
students, five with secondary students, and twelve with the entire elementary-secondary range.
Most subjects were regular education students. Both sexes, all ability levels, and various racial and
ethnic backgrounds were represented among subject groups.
The outcome areas examined were general achievement (16 reports); language arts achievement (8
reports); mathematics (9 reports); affective outcomes, such as attitude and behavior (5 reports); IQ
scores (3 reports); intrinsic motivation (3 reports); and social studies achievement (1 report).
Several reports were concerned with more than one outcome area.
BACKGROUND: CHANGING VIEWS OF REINFORCEMENT
The modern history of instructional reinforcement began with the proliferation of theories and
experimental work in the area of behavior modification in the 1950s and 1960s. While it is beyond
the scope of this report to provide a detailed account of the various behavioral theories of learning
introduced or refined during this time, it is worth noting that this was a very active period for
behavioral psychology. A great many studies were undertaken and many theories were advanced
regarding the use of reinforcement to manage animal and human behavior.
While enthusiasm ran high regarding the proposed applications of behavior modification
techniques, most educators and psychologists now believe that the potential applications of
behavior modification were oversold. For one thing, behavior modification theorists showed little
restraint in generalizing findings from animal studies to human behavior. In addition, the use of
many behavior modification techniques was determined to be unfeasible in educational settings.
The late 1960s and early 1970s saw something of a backlash. Many educators began to express
strong criticisms of the use of reinforcement techniques in educational settings. Some argued that
providing social and particularly material reinforcements gives students the wrong message about
learning; that these extrinsic payoffs communicate that the learning activities are not worthwhile in

themselves. Others claim that providing reinforcements undermines intrinsic motivation and that
whatever achievement gains result from using them are lost once reinforcement is withdrawn.
The classroom management and effective schooling research of the 1970s and 1980s has helped to
clarify the uses and effects of instructional reinforcement and to resolve some of the issues raised
by its critics.
RESEARCH FINDINGS
Does instructional reinforcement raise student achievement? Are some types of reinforcements
more effective than others in promoting achievement gains? Is reinforcement which is
CONTINGENT on academic performance superior to NONCONTINGENT reinforcement (i.e.,
reinforcement provided for merely showing up or for participating in a classroom activity)? Are the
learning gains achieved through the use of reinforcement techniques likely to be maintained? What
effects are produced by criticism? Findings concerning these and other questions are listed below
by the major subject areas investigated in the research.
THE EFFECTS OF REINFORCEMENT ON ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
What does research say about the effects of reinforcement in general on students' academic
achievement? Findings include:
Contingent reinforcement is positively related to achievement.
Noncontingent reinforcement is unrelated to achievement in most cases; however, there is
evidence that low-ability and younger (primary) children receive some academic benefit
from noncontingent, socially motivated praise.
Acknowledging correct responses as such is positively related to achievement.
Reinforcements are most effective when clearly linked to students' progress toward goals.
Achievement benefits accrue at the same rate whether students only receive rewards for
correct answers, or both receive rewards for correct answers and lose them for incorrect
answers ("response cost").
Instructional reinforcement alone produces achievement benefits equal to those produced by
a combination of instructional and behavioral reinforcement.
PRAISE AND OTHER VERBAL REINFORCEMENT
Praise is the type of reinforcement most commonly used by teachers. Until fairly recently, it was
assumed that praise has reinforcing effects on students' academic performance. More recent
research, however, indicates that praise may be helpful, neutral, or detrimental, depending on the
kind of praise it is and the context in which it is delivered. Findings include:
Teacher praise does not necessarily reinforce learning, nor is it always intended to do so.
Various other reasons, such as a desire to fill students' emotional needs or manage their
behavior, frequently motivate praise.
Praise can enhance learning if it is contingent, specific, sincere, and credible.
Teachers whose students achieve most are sparing rather than effusive in praising correct
answers.
Greater achievement gains are noted when praise is delivered privately than when it is given
in public.
Greater achievement gains occur when the interactions in which praise is given are initiated
by teachers rather than by students.

When students are praised for their present progress relative to past performance, greater
achievement gains result than when they are praised relative to the performance of their
classmates.
Noncontingent praise is negatively related to achievement for high-ability students.
Praising students who answer correctly in class discussions is often intrusive and distracting,
and may even embarrass the recipient.
When correct responses are acknowledged as such ("Yes," "Correct," "That's right")
achievement benefits result.
BASIC FEEDBACK involves telling students if their response is correct and, if incorrect,
supplying the correct answer. Elaborated corrective feedback involves providing students
who have answered incorrectly with a series of rules or prompts that will enable them to
arrive at the correct answer. Both kinds of feedback produce greater achievement gains than
no feedback, and elaborated corrective feedback produces greater gains than basic feedback.
RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF REINFORCEMENT METHODS
Research is inconclusive about the relative effectiveness of different reinforcement methods. Welldesigned studies can be cited which indicate the superiority of each major reinforcement technique
(verbal, token, symbolic, activity, and tangible) over the others. The annotations accompanying the
Key Studies and Reviews at the end of this report indicate which studies support the use of which
techniques. In addition to the studies which favor a particular reinforcement technique, there are
also quite a number of studies which compared two or more reinforcement methods and found no
difference. Several reviewers of the research on reinforcement also concluded that no one
technique is best in all situations. Looking at the research as a whole, therefore, little can be said
about the relative effectiveness of different methods. Conclusions are limited to:
Contingent, verbal reinforcement is more effective than other methods for older students.
Whether immediate or delayed reinforcement is more effective is mainly a matter of the
developmental level of the recipient. Young children respond best to immediate
reinforcement, while older students respond equally well to immediate and delayed
reinforcement.
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF REINFORCEMENT
WITH DIFFERENT KINDS OF STUDENTS
Do student characteristics influence the effectiveness of different kinds of reinforcement? Findings
include:
Noncontingent social reinforcement and praise are positively related to achievement for
primary-age students, low-ability students, and many students from low SES backgrounds.
Students with an external locus of control (those who believe that their actions are
determined more by outside events and other people than by themselves) perform better with
tangible reinforcement than with verbal reinforcement or with no reinforcement.
Internal locus of control students perform equally well with different kinds of reinforcers.
COOPERATIVE REWARDS
Some studies investigated the effects of group reward structures on achievement. Researchers have
found:
When students are reinforced and rewarded for group academic performance, their

achievement is equal to that of students reinforced for their individual academic
performance.
In addition to the achievement benefits of cooperative reward structures, students have also
demonstrated increases on measures of mutual concern and positive race relations.
OTHER EFFECTS OF REINFORCEMENT
Researchers who study the effects of academic reinforcement are usually most interested in
measuring effects on achievement. Some, however, are also concerned with other outcome areas.
Findings from this research include:
When students are reinforced (by any means) for learning achievement, their on-task
behavior increases and disruptions are minimized.
A combination of reinforcement and corrective feedback is positively related to positive
attitudes toward learning, toward particular subject areas, and toward teachers.
Contingent reinforcement is positively associated with increases on measures of self-efficacy
(internal locus of control).
The behavioral improvements noted in response to reinforcing students for learning
achievements tend to persist after the removal of the reinforcers.
CRITICISM, RESPONSE COST, AND OTHER NEGATIVE INCENTIVES
Researchers interested in the effects of reinforcing learning achievements have sometimes also
investigated the effects of "punishing" learning failures. One such "punishment" is criticism.
Another is "response cost" structures, in which students lose points, tokens, or other valuables for
incorrect responses in class discussions or on tests. Findings include:
The incidence of criticism in classrooms, as noted by researchers in observational studies, is
quite low.
Criticism can be positively related to achievement for high-ability students if it is contingent,
specific, and relatively infrequent.
For students generally, criticism is unrelated to achievement.
Response cost structures alone are unrelated to achievement; a combination of reinforcement
and response cost is positively related to achievement.
ALLEGED NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF REINFORCEMENT
Some researchers and reviewers have undertaken investigations of the charges made against the
use of instructional reinforcement, e.g., the allegation that intrinsic motivation will be undermined,
or that changes brought about through the use of reinforcement disappear when the reinforcement
is withdrawn.
The research on these issues is inconclusive. Studies have found that reinforcement under mines
intrinsic motivation and that it does not do so. Studies have found that the learning benefits
conferred by reinforcement techniques persist when the reinforcement is taken away and that they
do not persist. The effects produced seem to depend on the way that reinforcement is delivered.
Findings include:
Reinforcers of all kinds can contribute to intrinsic motivation if they are salient to the task at
hand.
Reinforcement does not undermine intrinsic motivation when the recipient perceives it as a
symbol of success rather than an attempt to control his or her behavior.

Intrinsic motivation can be undermined if students are rewarded for participation only.
Decreases in performance quality and in intrinsic motivation following the withdrawal of
reinforcement are most likely when the reinforcement has the following characteristics:
High salience (large or highly attractive rewards, or rewards presented in ways that
call attention to them)
Noncontingency
Unnatural or unusual qualities, such as being artificially tied to behaviors rather than
being natural outcomes of the behaviors
TRAINING IN REINFORCEMENT
If certain reinforcement techniques are positively related to achievement, then can achievement be
raised by providing training in reinforcement techniques to teachers and tutors? While not an
extensively researched question, this was addressed by some investigators. Findings are:
Teachers trained in the provision of verbal feedback which acknowledges correct responses
and helps students answering incorrectly to arrive at correct responses have higher achieving
students than those who do not receive such training.
Providing training to student tutors in how to deliver specific, contingent verbal
reinforcement is positively related to student achievement.
NONINSTRUCTIONAL REINFORCEMENT
While the focus of this investigation is the effects of ACADEMIC reinforcement, some studies
involved reinforcing achievement and one or more other variables. Findings include:
When achievement is reinforced, achievement and behavior (on-task, nondisruptive) both
improve; when appropriate behavior is reinforced, behavior improves, but achievement is
unaffected.
Students rewarded for simply participating achieve less than those reinforced for accurate
responses and no better than those who are not rewarded at all. Guidelines for Effective
Instructional Reinforcement
--GUIDELINES FOR EFFECTIVE PRAISE (Excerpted from: J.E. Brophy, "Teacher Praise: A
Functional Analysis." REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 51 (1981), p. 26.)
EFFECTIVE PRAISE
1. Is delivered contingently
2. Specifies the particulars of the accomplishment
3. Shows spontaneity, and other signs of credibility; suggests clear attention to the student's
accomplishment
4. Rewards attainment of specified performance criteria (which can include effort criteria,
however)
5. Provides information to students about their competence or the value of their
accomplishments
6. Orients students towards better appreciation of their own task-related behavior and thinking
about problem-solving
7. Uses students' own prior accomplishments as the context for describing present
accomplishments

8. Is given in recognition of noteworthy effort or success at difficult (for this student) tasks
9. Attributes success to effort and ability, implying that similar successes can be expected in the
future
10. Fosters endogenous attributes (students believe that they expend effort on the task because
they enjoy the task and/or want to develop task-relevant skills)
11. Focuses students' attention on their own taskrelevant behavior
12. Fosters appreciation of and desirable attributions about task relevant behavior after the
process is completed
INEFFECTIVE PRAISE
1. Is delivered randomly or unsystematically
2. Is restricted to global positive reactions
3. Shows a bland uniformity, which suggests a conditioned response made with minimal
attention
4. Rewards mere participation, without consideration of performance processes or outcomes
5. Provides no information at all or gives students information about their status
6. Orients students toward comparing themselves with others and thinking about competing
7. Uses the accomplishments of peers as the context for describing students' present
accomplishments
8. Is given without regard to the effort expended or the meaning of the accomplishment (to this
student)
9. Attributes success to ability alone or to external factors such as luck or easy task
10. Fosters exogenous attributions (students believe that they expend effort on the task for
external reasons--to please the teacher, win a competition or reward, etc.)
11. Focuses students' attention on the teacher as an external authority figure who is manipulating
them
12. Intrudes into the ongoing process, distracting attention from task-relevant behavior ---

GUIDELINES FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL REINFORCEMENT
Dr. Jere Brophy, professor at Michigan State University's Institute for Research on Teaching, has
conducted an extensive investigation of the various kinds of teacher praise and their effects. Dr.
Brophy has prepared the following guidelines for classroom use. He notes that these guidelines are
also applicable to other kinds of instructional reinforcement.
In his recently published book, EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: THEORY INTO PRACTICE,
Dr. Robert E. Slavin of the Center for Social Organization of Schools at Johns Hopkins University,
offers additional ideas for providing reinforcement. Intermingled with textual information, Dr.
Slavin has included sections called "Teachers on Teaching," in which classroom teachers offer
information from their experience on various topics. The following excerpt pertains to teachers'
use of reinforcement.
Strategies for Reinforcement (Excerpted from: R.E. Slaving, Educational Psychology: Theory into
Practice. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1986, p. 111.)
1. Teachers write that in their classes, the following have worked as positive reinforcers:
a wink, a smile, saying "I'm proud of you"
writing "Good job!" on test papers
putting brightly colored stickers on papers
giving a treat to each well-behaved student at the end of a class

Kaye Cutchen, a seventh-grade teacher in Eufaula, Alabama, gives the following examples of
negative reinforcement:
One example of reinforcement that I use involves giving vocabulary tests on Thursdays for five
straight weeks. Those who have done satisfactory work those five weeks are then allowed to have
the sixth week free of vocabulary assignments.
2. The Premack Principle (or Grandma's Rule) rewards children for doing things they might not
want to do with activities they do like. How have you used this in your classroom?
Ann Taylor, a specialist in the Dallas, Texas, Schools writes:
This works well if the reward is to be given almost immediately. Example: "If you get all your
assignments done this week, you may play box games for an hour on Friday afternoon." On longterm rewards, however, students often can't sustain the desired behavior. For example: "If you
learn good selfcontrol, we will go on a field trip next month."
Nadine Brock, a third-grade teacher in Galloway, Ohio:
I use this often in my classroom. I reward students who get classroom work done and use proper
classroom behavior with a special art project, a fun movie, etc. Other teachers mention that in their
classes the following activities work as reinforcers:
games, including computer games
access to activity centers in the classroom
"jobs," such as cleaning chalkboards, emptying trash cans, and standing at the head of the
line
In the summer of 1986, the U.S. Department of Education published a resource titled EFFECTIVE
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION SOURCEBOOK. One volume of the Sourcebook provided
brief descriptions of Chapter 1 programs across the country which had been selected for special
recognition by panels of experts in the field of compensatory education. Several projects were
identified as being especially strong in their provision of regular feedback and reinforcement, one
of 13 elements cited by the Secretary of Education as the major attributes of effective schooling.
Excerpts from the descriptions of some of these projects appear below: (Excerpted from: P.A.
Griswold, et al., EFFECTIVE COMPENSATORY EDUCATION SOURCEBOOK, VOL. II:
PROJECT PROFILES. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, 1986, pp. 52, 74, 95,
112.)
Teachers and aides enter check marks on response sheets when students master lessons.
Students may accumulate these and exchange them for rewards such as certificates, pictures
and free time. When a student attains certain skill levels, staff send home a formal letter
informing parents of their child's progress. Unified School District #500, Kansas City,
Kansas.
During instruction tutors provide immediate feedback on students' work, attempting to give
feedback which is specific and appropriate to the instructional matter at hand. Tutors provide
positive feedback for students' effort and attitude as well as for achievement. Douglas
Elementary School, Ellsworth Air Force Base, South Dakota.
Oral, physical and written feedback on children's skill performance is provided. Teachers
scrupulously avoid criticizing children's efforts or punishing them for difficulty or slowness
in completing tasks. Parma Elementary School, New Madrid, Missouri.

The project's structure allows staff to teach and reinforce specific reading and writing skills.
Teachers monitor children's responses, so they can reinforce and reteach as needed. Children
progress at their own pace, taking tests when they are ready. Detailed records accurately
reflect students' progress toward mastering language skills. Close student monitoring and
feedback/reinforcement are built-in features on the ECRI mastery learning strategy.
SouthWestern City Schools, Grove City, Ohio.
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